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ZETA FUNCTIONS OF FORMAL LANGUAGES 

JEAN BERSTEL AND CHRISTOPHE REUTENAUER 

ABSTRACT. Motivated by symbolic dynamics and algebraic geometry over finite 
fields, we define cyclic languages and the zeta function of a language. The main 
result is that the zeta function of a cyclic language which is recognizable by a 
finite automation is rational. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Motivated by algebraic geometry over finite fields and symbolic dynamics, 
we call a zeta function of a formal language L the function 

((L) = exp (Lan ~) 
where an is the number of words of length n in L. Moreover, we say that 
a language is cyclic if it is conjugation-closed (uv E L ¢} VU E L) and if for 
any two words having a power in common, if one of them is in L, then so 
is the other. Such languages are rather special, but occur in two very different 
theories: to each algebraic variety over a finite field, one may associate a cyclic 
language over this field (conjugation of words corresponds here to conjugation 
over the field, and the power condition to the compatibility between the various 
extensions); on the other hand, for any sofic system (in symbolic dynamics) 
the set of words w, such that ... www···w···isin the system, is a cyclic 
language, even recognizable. 

Our main result states that if L is a cyclic language which is recognizable by 
a finite automaton (i.e., regular), then its zeta function is rational (Theorem 1), 
and effectively computable, as the proof shows. 

One consequence is that the zeta function of a sofic system in symbolic dy-
namics is rational, a fact which was claimed in [29 and 9]. Moreover, it is 
effectively computable, if the sofic system is given by a semigroup or a graph. 

There is of course a striking analogy with one of the Weil ex-conjectures, 
stating that the zeta function of an algebraic variety over a finite field is ratio-
nal (Dwork's theorem [10], see also [14]). In fact, several constructions allow 
us to associate to each such variety a cyclic language (see §3); however, these 
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constructions do not produce recognizable languages, so Theorem 1 does not 
give a new proof of Dwork's theorem. 

We prove, in fact, a structure theorem on cyclic recognizable languages: such 
a language is (informally speaking) a linear combination over Z of traces of 
finite deterministic automata (Theorem 2). This result is actually the difficult 
point; it has Theorem 1 as a simple consequence, using a variant (Proposition 
2) of a theorem of Bowen and Lanford [5], which rests essentially on Jacobi's 
identity det(m) = expotrolog(m), for any matrix m (when defined). The 
proof of Theorem 2 is made in §4 and uses the theory of minimal ideals in 
finite semigroups. 

A by-product of Theorem 2, which should be explored elsewhere, is that cyclic 
recognizable languages constitute a new class of languages which, as biprefix 
codes [25], have a semisimp1e syntactic algebra. 

We want to thank Mike Boyle, who clarified for us the history of the ratio-
nality of the zeta function of a sofic system, and for his careful reading of the 
manuscript and suggestions. The referee helped us with his comments, too. 

A preliminary version of the present paper has been published in the Proceed-
ings of the International Congress of Automata, Languages and Programming, 
Turku (1988). 

2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULT 

We assume the reader is familiar with the elementary notions of finite au-
tomata theory (see [19; 11, Vol. AD. Recall that when L is a language contained 
in some free monoid A* , then L is regular if and only if L is recognizable 
(by a finite automaton). 

Let an be the number of words of length n in the language L. Then the 
usual generating function of L is L:n>O an tn . It is a well-known result, which 
goes back to Chomsky and Schiitzenberger [8], that when L is recognizable by 
a finite automaton, then its generating function is a rational function. 

Call zeta function of L the function 

This definition and the following ones will be motivated in the next section. 
This function is in general neither rational nor has integer coefficients, even if 
L is recognizable: for instance, for L = {a} and L = {(abnn EN}, the zeta 
functions are respectively exp(t) and 1j.J""17. 

We say that a language is cyclic if for any words u, v , wand integer n ~ 1 , 
the two following conditions hold: 
( 1) 
(2) 

uv E L ¢:} VU E L, 
w E L ¢:} w n E L. 
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Recall that two words x and yare said to be conjugate if for some words 
u and v, one has x = uv, y = vu. Hence, equation (1) means that L is 
conjugation-closed. Moreover, each word x in A* is the power yn of a unique 
primitive word y , which means that y is not a nontrivial power of another word 
(see e.g., [3 or 21]): y is called the primitive root of x. Then, equation (2) 
means that L is closed for the equivalence relation described by: x and y 
are equivalent iff x and y have the same primitive root iff x and y have a 
nontrivial power in common. This easily implies that the set of cyclic languages 
is closed for arbitrary union, intersection and complementation. 

A first fact, rather classical (compare to [17, Proposition 11.1.3]), implies 
that the zeta function of a cyclic language has integer coefficients. 

Proposition 1. Let L be a cyclic language. Then its zeta function has the infinite 
product expansion 

(3) 

where Q n is the number of conjugation classes of primitive words contained in 
L. In particular, ,(L) has integer coefficients. 

Note that if two words are conjugate, they are simultaneously primitive or 
not. 

Equivalently, Q n may be defined as the number of Lyndon words of length 
n in L (see e.g., [21]). For instance, when L is simply the whole free monoid 
A* , then the Qn'S are the Witt numbers, which count the Lyndon words, the 
homogeneous dimensions of free Lie algebras, the ranks of the quotients of the 
lower central series of a free group, the primitive necklaces and the irreducible 
polynomials over a finite field (see e.g., [21, 27]). 

Proof. We have to show that 

( n tn ) 1 exp La - = II k • 

n~l n k~l (l-tk )", 

Take the logarithmic derivative of both members and multiply by t, obtaining 
k 

~ n ~ kt ~~ kp L....t ant = L....t Qk--k = L....t L....t Qkkt . 
n~l k~l 1 - t k~l p~l 

This is equivalent to 
an = LkQk' 

kin 

But this expresses the fact that each word x of length n is the power of a 
unique primitive word of length k dividing n and has k conjugates. 0 
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Our main result is 

Theorem 1. If L is a cyclic language which is recognizable by afmite automaton, 
then its zeta function is rational. 

Example 1. Let L be the set of words on the alphabet {a, b, c} of the form 
ano bcan\ bc ... bcank 

for some k ~ I and ni ~ 0, or of the form 

cano bcan\ bc· .. bcank b 

for some k ~ 0 and ni ~ O. Then L is cyclic and recognizable. The number 
an of words of length n in L is Fn - 1 + Fn- 2 , where the Fn is the nth 
Fibonacci number. Hence, an = (}n + On - 1 where 

()= 1+V5 
2 ' 

- I-V5 
() = 2 . 

Thus 

,(L) = exp (L:((}n + On - 1)~) 
n~l 

= exp (L:(}n~) exp (L:on~) exp (L: _~n) 
I-t I-t 

= = 2' (1-(}t)(I-(}t) I-t-t 
Hence ,(L) is rational. 

It is known in general (see e.g., [17, Proposition 11.1.1]) that exp("'L. antn In) 
is rational if and only if one has an =Q1A~+"'+QkAZ for some integers Qi and 
some complex numbers Ai' This arithmetic approach is, however, impossible 
in our case. 

Remarks. 1. As the proof of Theorem 1 will show, the zeta function may be 
effectively computed. It should be noted that it is decidable if a given recogniz-
able language L is cyclic. Indeed, condition (1) and (2) may be tested in the 
syntactic monoid of L, and this monoid is finite (see [19; 11, Vol. A]). We do 
not know, however, how to construct all cyclic recognizable languages (except 
of course the trivial construction of enumerating all automata and checking if 
the language is cyclic.) Note that the set of cyclic recognizable language is a 
boolean algebra. However, it is. not a variety in the sense of [11, Vol. B]. 

2. It is a well-known fact that the conjugation-closure of a recognizable lan-
guage L (that is, the smallest conjugation-closed language containing L) is still 
recognizable. However, it is not true that the cyclic closure of a recognizable lan-
guage is always recognizable; take for instance the language a*b* = {aibili, j ~ 
O} and use the pumping lemma for recognizable languages (see e.g., [11, Vol. 
A, Proposition 2.5.1]). 
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3. It has been proved recently [15] that it is decidable if the zeta function 
of a recognizable language is rational; note, however, that this condition is far 
from implying that the language is cyclic. Indeed, changing a cyclic language 
in a finite number of words without changing an will give a language with the 
same zeta function, but the cyclic property is easily destroyed. See also [16] for 
related results. 

In order to prove Theorem 1, we will prove a more general result, which gives 
some insight in the structure of cyclic recognizable languages. 

Denote by Z( (A)) the set of noncommutative formal power series over Z 
on the alphabet A. Each language L defines a series, its characteristic series 
defined by L. = EWEL w. Now, let .91 be a finite automaton over A, and 
define a formal power series, called the trace of .91 and denoted by tr(.9I) , by 

where the coefficient O:w of the word w is equal to the number of couples 
(q , c) where q is a state in .91 and c a path q ~ q in .91 labelled w. 

Example 2. The trace of the automaton 

b 
a~~~ ________ ~tJba 

c 

is the series having as coefficient of w 

2 , if w is a power of a ; 

1, if w is a shuffle of a's and a word of the form (bc)i or (cb)i, i ~ l. 
o , otherwise. 

The trace of the automaton 

a 
Or-"( --------~b 

a 

." 2 2n IS L."n2::0 a . 

In what follows, a deterministic automaton will always be a not necessarily 
complete deterministic automaton (see [11, Vol. A] for definitions). 

Theorem 2. The characteristic series of each cyclic regular language is a linear 
combination over Z of traces of finite deterministic automata. 
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Example 3. For L = the language of Example 1, one has 
a 

a 

~ = tr ( ~1E===b::;;:::==~O ) - tr ( (J c 

Now, let L be the set of words on the alphabet {a, b} such that between any 
two b's, the number of a's is a multiple of 3, even cyclically. Then 

a 

!- =tr( 7- + 

Theorem 2 will be proved in §4. In the sequel of this section, we show how 
one may deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. In fact, we shall prove a little bit 
more. 

Let 7r: : Z((A}} --> Z[[A]] be the natural homomorphism, where Z[[A]] is the 
usual commutative algebra of formal power series in the variables a EA. Let 
S E Z( (A}) be a noncommutative series. Then one has S = Ln>o Sn where 
each S n is the homogeneous part of S of degree n. Call generalized zeta 
function of S the commutative series 

Z (S) = exp (L 7r:(:n)) E Z[[A]]. 
n2::1 

Note that if L is a language, then 

,(L) = O(Z(L.)) 

where 0: Z[[A]] --> Z[[t]] is the homomorphism O(a) = t, for any letter a 
in A. Hence it suffices to show that Z (L.) is rational, under the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1. Call matrix of an automaton .W' the matrix E in Z[A]QxQ (where 
Q is the set of states of .W') defined by 

Ep,q = La 
a p->q 

where p ~ q means that there is an edge labelled a from p to q. Call 
determinant (cf. [28; 3, VIII.2]) of .W' the polynomial in Z[[A]] 

det(.W') = det(l - E) 

where I is the Q x Q identity matrix. 
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Proposition 2. The generalized zeta function of the trace of a finite automaton is 
equal to the inverse of the determinant of this automaton. 

Proof. Let .s;t' be a finite automaton. Then it is an easy consequence of a 
well-known fact in automata theory (see e.g., [10, Proposition VI.6.1]) that 

n(tr(.s;t')) = tr (2: En) = tr( (I - E) -I) . 
n::::O 

Actually, this equality justifies the terminology "trace of an automaton". More 
precisely, let 

n::::O 

be the decomposition into homogeneous parts. Then n(Sn) = tr(En). Hence 
the generalized zeta function of tr(.s;t') is 

Z = exp (2: n(:n)) = exp (2: ~ tf(En)) 
n::::1 n::::1 

( ",En) -I = exp tr L- n = exp(tr(log(l- E) )). 
n::::1 

Now, the Jacobi's identity tells us that det(M) = exp(tr(log(M))) for any matrix 
M where it is defined (instead of the Jacobi's identity, one may use e.g., [14, 
Appendix, Lemma 4.1]). Hence Z = det(I -E)-I which was to be shown. 0 

In order to deduce Theorem 1, note that if S = 2:>l:iSi for some series S, 
Si and integers ai' then Z(S) = TIi Z(Sy'i . Thus Theorem 1 may be deduced 
from Theorem 2 and Proposition 2. Note that the condition a i E Z is crucial 
to rationality. 

Example 4. For L = the first language of Example 3, we have 

Z(L) = 11 - a, 
-c, 

-bl- I I-a 1 . 11 - al = 1 - a - bc . 

Its ordinary zeta function is 

For the second one, we have 

1 - b, -a, 
Z(L) = 0, 1 , 

-a, 0, 
1 - a3 

1 - t 
'(L) = 1 _ t _ t2 

° -I 1 , 
-a 0, 
1 -a, 

1 + a + a2 
= 

-a, 
1 , 
0, 

= (1 - b - a3 )(1 - a) 3 . 1-b-a 

° -a ·11 - al 
1 

-I 
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Its ordinary zeta function is 
2 

,(L) = 1+t+t3 
1-t-t 

Another consequence of Theorem 2 is that the syntactic algebra of each cyclic 
recognizable language is semisimple (and finite dimensional). Indeed, it suffices 
to apply Proposition II.2.1 (i) of [24]. Thus, cyclicity of a language is a combina-
torial property which, as biprefixity, implies the semi simplicity of the syntactic 
algebra [25]. 

3. MOTIVATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 

(a) Let lFq be the finite field with q elements, lFqoo its algebraic closure and 
f E lFq[xl ' ..• , x k]. Let V be the set of solutions in lFqoo of the algebraic 
equation 

(4) 

and let an be the number of those solutions which lie in the field IF qn. Then 
the zeta function of f is the series 

'(f) = exp (Lan ~) . 
n~1 

It was one of the Weil conjectures, proved by Dwork [10], that this function 
is rational (more generally, the same holds for any algebraic variety V defined 
over lFq ) • 

Now, let A be the alphabet A = (lFq)k . Then there exists a mapping ffJ: A* --+ 

IF qOO with the following properties: 

(i) For any n, ffJlAn is a bijection from An onto lFqn. 
(ii) For any words u and v, ffJ(u, v) and ffJ(vu) are conjugate points over 

lFq • 
(iii) For any word wand integer n ~ 1, ffJ(w) = ffJ(w n). 
Such a mapping may be constructed using a family of primitive elements, 

one for each lFqn, following Golomb [13]; or using a family of normal bases 
[20] of lFqn (see e.g., [27]). 

Note that an algebraic variety V defined over IF q (such as the set of solutions 
of equation (4)) is IF q -conjugation-closed. Hence L = ffJ -I (V) will be a cyclic 
language, which encodes V, and the zeta function of L is equal to the zeta 
function of the algebraic variety V. 

Unfortunately, no known mapping ffJ as above allows us to obtain a recog-
nizable language L. This would give a new proof of t~e rationality of the zeta 
function of V, which was one of the motivations of this paper. The construc-
tion of a mapping ffJ such that algebraic varieties correspond to recognizable 
languages is an open problem, certainly difficult, related to the construction of 
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a natural bijection between irreducible polynomials over JF q of degree nand 
primitive necklaces over JFq of length n (see e.g., [27]). 

(b) Let A be a finite alphabet and a : AZ -+ AZ be the shift mapping, that is 

a: (an)nEZ -+ (an+l)nEZ. 

If S ~ AZ is closed under a, then its zeta function is exp(Ln> 1 un ~) where 
un is the number of points x in S such that an(x) = x (in other words, x is 
periodic and has n as a period). Call pattern of a periodic word x = (an)nEZ 
a word W E A* such that p = length ( w) is a period of x and that for some 
n E Z, one has w = an+1 ••• an+p • In other words 

x=···www···w··· 
with the origin 0 somewhere. Then associate to each a-closed subset S of AZ 

the language L of its patterns. Evidently, L is a cyclic language, whose zeta 
function is equal to that of S. 

We consider now the case where S is a sofic system [29]. Recall that such a 
system is obtained in the following way: let M be a finite monoid with a zero 
0, and let f.,l: A * -+ M be a monoid homomorphism from the free monoid 
A* into M. Then S is defined to be the set of sequences (an)nEZ E AZ such 
that for any i < j in Z, one has f.,l(aia i+1 .•• aj ) =f:. O. Equivalently, S is the 
set of sequences (an) such that ai ··· aj is the label of some path in a fixed 
finite automaton (depending on S). If S is a sofic system, it is clear that the 
set of factors of the sequences in S is a recognizable language. Hence, by the 
following result, its set of patterns is recognizable, too. 

Proposition 3. Let L be a recognizable language such that for any word wand 
integer n ~ 1, one has: w E L => w n E L. Then the cyclic closure of L 
is recognizable. The set of patterns of the periodic words of a sofic system is 
recognizable. 

All the constructions are effective, of course. See [2] for the study of languages 
associated to sofic systems. 

Proof. (i) Let L = f.,l-I(p) , where f.,l: A* -+ M is the natural monoid homo-
morphism from A* onto the (finite) syntactic monoid M of Land P is a 
subset of M (see [17, 10]). 

Let p'={mEMI3p, qEM, 3n~ 1, m=pq, (qp)nEP}. 
Then L' = rp-I(p') is a recognizable language, which is the cyclic closure 

r of L. indeed, if w is in r, then for some u, v and n, one has w = uv 
and (vu)n E L; this implies that rp(w) = rp(u)rp(v) , (rp(v)rp(u))n E P, hence 
rp(w) E P' and WE L'; conversely, if w E L' , then a power of w is conjugate 
to some word in L, thus w is in r. 

(ii) Let S be a sofic system. Then S is equal to the set of labels of bi-infinite 
paths of a finite automaton .9f . Let L be the language consisting of all words 
w such that for some state q in .9f , there is a path q ~ q. Then L is 
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recognizable and satisfies the condition of the proposition. Hence, its cyclic 
closure L is recognizable. But L is equal to the set of patterns of S , as may 
be easily verified. 0 

This proposition, together with Theorem 1, shows that the zeta function of a 
sofic system is rational, and gives an effective procedure for computing it. Ac-
tually, the rationality of the zeta function of a sofic system was quoted without 
proof by Coven and Paul [9], who claimed that Manning's argument [22] could 
be adapted. The latter was confirmed to us by Mike Boyle, especially in the light 
of a recent work of D. Fried [12]; moreover, Manning's argument is construc-
tive, and so is another procedure given without proof by R. Bowen [6] and a 
recent one of M. Boyle [7]. Finally, there is another recent effective proof, due 
to M. P. Beal [1], which uses an exterior-power construction for finite automata. 

Actually, we show a little bit more: the generalized zeta function of a sofic 
system is rational; the latter function is a series in several variables which gives 
some information on the commutative composition of the patterns of the pe-
riodic words. Note also that when S is an irreducible sofic system, then the 
cyclic language L associated to it as above allows us to recover S. Indeed, 
the set of periodic points is then dense in S. Observe that Proposition 2 is a 
variant of Bowen and Lanford's result [5], and that in the case of an irreducible 
subshift of finite type (i.e., the set of bi-infinite paths of a transitive graph), the 
inverse of the generalized zeta function is an irreducible polynomial, as shown 
in [26, Theorem 3] (see also [23, Lemma 4]). 

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

A noncommutative formal power series 
S= L(S,w)w 

WEA" 

will be called cyclic (in this section only) if the three following properties are 
satisfied: 

(i) There exists a finite monoid M, a surjective monoid homomorphism 
/1 : A* ~ M and a function rp: M ~ Z such that for any word w, (S, w) = 
rp 0 /1( w). Moreover, for any group G contained in M, the restriction of rp to 
G is a Z-linear combination of permutation characters of G (a permutation 
character is a function X obtained in the following way: Let G act on a set 
E, and let X(g) = number of points of E fixed by g). 

(ii) S is conjugation-closed, that is, for any words u and v, (S, uv) = 
(S, vu). 

(iii) For any word w, the sequence un = (S, w n+l ) satisfies a proper linear 
recurrence (that is, for some u 1 ' ••• , uk' Uk =f. 0, one has: un+k = u 1 Un+k - I + 
... + ukun ' for any n ~ 0) . 

We shall prove 
Theorem 2. Each cyclic series is a Z-linear combination of traces of finite deter-
ministic automata. 
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Remark. The first part of condition (i) expresses the fact that S is a rational 
power series whose set of coefficients is finite. Equivalently, S is a linear com-
bination of characteristic series of recognizable languages [4, Theorem 2.7]. The 
extension of Theorem 2' to rational power series in general (including the good 
extension of the property "cyclic") is an open problem. 

Theorem 2' implies Theorem 2. Indeed, for each cyclic recognizable lan-
guage L ~ A* , there exists by Kleene's theorem a finite monoid M, a surjec-
tive monoid homomorphism Il : A * ---- M and a subset P of M such that 
Il-'(P) = L. Define rp : M ---- Z by rp(m) = 1 if mE P, rp(m) = 0 otherwise. 
Then clearly (L., w) = rp 0 Il(W). Moreover, if G is a group in M, rp is con-
stant on G, because any two elements of G have a power in common (G being 
finite) and L is cyclic; so rplG is a Z-multiple of the trivial character and (i) 
is satisfied for S = L.. Condition (ii) is also satisfied, because L is cyclic, and 
condition (iii) is true, because for any word w, the sequence (L., wn+')n>o is 
constant, L being cyclic. -

Now, we prove Theorem 2' by induction on the cardinality of the monoid 
M of condition (i). If M has a zero, we may assume that rp(O) = 0, replacing 
if necessary rp by rp - rp(O) and S by S - rp(O)T, where T is the trace of the 
automaton 

(an edge labelled a for each letter a). Let J be a O-minimal ideal of M 
if M has a zero, and the minimal ideal of M if M has no zero. (See [19, 
Chapter 2] for the semigroup theory which is needed here.) If no element 
of J is idempotent, then each element x of J is of square 0, hence the 
sequence (rp(xn+'))n>o is rp(x) , 0, 0, ... ,0, .... Because of condition (iii), 
we must have rp(x) ~ O. In this case, we may replace M by the Rees quotient 
M I J and conclude by induction, because J has at least 2 elements, hence 
IMIJI < IMI· 

Hence, we may suppose that J contains an idempotent, hence a maximal 
group (or H -class) G. There exist a monoid representation 

() : M ____ G~x;, 

where Go is G with a zero adjoined, where each matrix ()(m) has at most one 
nonzero entry in each row, where the restriction of () to G satisfies 

(5) VgEG, 8(g) ~ (I : 
and such that ()(O) = 0 (see [19, II.5]). 
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We know by (i) that the restriction of ({J to G is a Z-linear combination of 
permutation characters: 
(6) 

For each i there exists, by definition of a permutation character, a representa-
tion Pi of G of order bi by 0-1 invertible permutation matrices such that 
(7) 

Define a representation 0i of M of order bi).. by 0-1 matrices having one 
nonzero entry at most in each row, by replacing in each matrix O(m) each 
nonzero entry g by Pi(g) and each zero entry by the zero matrix of order bi . 

Now, we obtain a representation 0i0f.l of the free monoid, which is associated 
to a deterministic finite automata .w; , because of the row-form of the matrices. 
Define 

T = S - 2: a i tr(.w;) . 
Let 'II: M - Z be the function defined by 

(8) '¥(m) = ((J(m) - 2: a i tr(Oi(m)). 

Then, by construction, we have for any word w 

(9) (T, w) = 'II ° f.l(w). 

Let g be in G. Then by (6) and (7), ((J(g) = L:aixi(g) = L:ai tr(Pi(g)). This 
is equal, by the special form (5) and by definition of 0i' to L:aitr(Oi(g)). 
Hence, 'III G = 0 . 

We show that T is a cyclic series. Condition (iii) is satisfied. Indeed, for any 
matrix P, the sequence (tr( p n+) )) n >0 satisfies to a proper linear recurrence, 
associated to the polynomial having-as roots the nonzero characteristic roots 
of P. Moreover, any linear combination of proper sequences is still proper 
[4]. Condition (ii) is clearly satisfied, because tr(PQ) = tr(QP). Moreover, 
condition (i) is satisfied. Indeed, this comes from (9) on one hand; on the 
other hand, if H is a group in M, then '¥IH is a Z-linear combination of 
permutation-characters by (8) and the following easy lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let H be a group and 0: H - Zdxd be a representation of H 
by 0-1 matrices having at most one nonzero entry by row. Then the function 
h - tr(O(h)) is a permutation character. 

Proof. Each h induces a partial function on the set {I, ... , d}, by i· h = j 
if O(h) . . = 1, undefined if the ith row of O(h) is zero. These functions have I,J 
all the same image E, because H is a group. The restriction of each h to E 
is a bijection E - E , and the number of fixpoints of this bijection is precisely 
tr(O(h)). 0 

Now, we show that 'II vanishes on J, which will allow to replace M by 
the Rees quotient M / J and conclude the proof by induction. We have 
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'P(O) = 0, because 0(0) = O. If x in J is of square 0, then 'P(x) = 0, be-
cause 'P(xn) = 0 for n ~ 2 and the sequence ('P(xn+1))n>o satisfies a proper 
linear recurrence. If x in J is not of square 0, then there exist elements u, 
v in J such that x = uv and vu E G. Let us admit this for the moment; 
then, as 'PIG = 0, we have 'P(x) = 'P(uv) = 'P(vu) = O. 

Hence, it remains to prove the above claim, which is a consequence of the 
following lemma, J being a O-simple semigroup. 

Lemma 2. Let J be a O-simple finite semigroup and G a maximal subgroup of 
J. Then any element of J of square =J= 0 is conjugate to some element in G. 

Proof. We use the Rees matrix representation of J: for some finite sets I and 
A, the semigroup J is isomorphic to the set consisting of 0 and of the triples 
U, g, A) with i E I, A E A, g E G and multiplication U, g, A)(j, h, 11) = 
U, gp;'jh, 11) if P;'j =J= 0, and = 0 if P;'j = 0, where P = (p;.) E G~XJ is a 
fixed matrix (see [19, Chapter 3]). 

One may suppose that G corresponds, in the above isomorphism, to the set 
G' = {U, g, A)lg E G} and that x = (j, h, 11). As x 2 =J= 0, one has Pllj =J= O. 
Similarly, P).j =J= O. Now, define u = (j, h, A) and v = U, p~l , 11). Then 
uv = (j, hp;'iP~l , 11) = x and vu = (i, p~lplljh, A) E G' , which concludes the 
proof. 0 
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